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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Rio 2016 sought to connect Olympic-tourists with the city’s localCariocan community and culture. Yet the way mega-events are
spatially and regulatorily organized, alongside the behavioural
tendencies of Olympic-tourists, constrain such ambitions. Using
Rio 2016 as a case-study, we oﬀer in-depth, qualitative insights
through the lens of 35 individual Olympic-tourists to examine
how and why these factors determine behaviour, and thus
experiences across host-environments. We detail how concerns
over tourists’ safety result in managers designing risk averse
experiences, produced by overlaying hyper-securitized and
regulatory enforcements inside existing tourist bubbles, creating
what we refer to as a ‘double bubble’ – reducing the likelihood of
visitors venturing ‘oﬀ-the-beaten-track’. Whilst Olympic-bubbles
protect tourists from outside threats, they restrict cultural
engagement with the wider city, neighbourhoods and locals –
side-lining other sides to Rio. We suggest managers adopt a dualstrategy of ‘local infusion’ in and ‘tourist diﬀusion’ beyond oﬃcial
zones to achieve intended goals.
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Introduction
Between 2009 and 2016, Rio de Janeiro planned for and delivered the 2016 Summer
Olympic Games (hereafter referred to as Rio 2016). Increasing numbers of tourists helps
to justify staging mega-sporting events (MSEs), as hosts seek to gain both short-term
economic gains and longer-term outcomes such as image enhancement (Chalip 2017).
Undeniably, this rationale was at the heart of pledges and promises made in Rio’s 2016
Candidature Bid (2009). The Brazilian Tourism Board sought to stimulate an extra
350,000–500,000 visitors to the country during the live staging period (Brazil Government
2016). Organizers sought not only to increase tourist numbers to the country and city by
staging the Olympic Games, they wanted Olympic-visitors to connect with the local hostcommunity so they could experience Rio’s cultural uniqueness and diversity. Furthermore,
they promised a visitor experience integrating sports and cultural activities to experience
the city’s ‘unique character and spirit’ (…) by engaging in ‘celebrations [that] will extend
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beyond venues to communities’ (Rio Candidature Bid 2009, 37). Speciﬁc emphasis was
placed on facilitating unique experiences beyond oﬃcial ‘Host Event Zones’ (HEZs).
Whilst Rio had high hopes, their projections contrasted with a body of evidence
suggesting that hosts tend to over-estimate such tourism beneﬁts (Smith and Stevenson
2009). We argue that this reﬂects a failure of managers to understand the supply and
demand side challenges associated with Olympic-tourism: particularly the way tourists
explore and consume host places and communities (McGillivray, Duignan, and Mielke 2019).
By citing community engagement, interaction with local people and Carioca culture,
Rio’s Olympic-tourism ambitions can be linked to the rise of ‘New Urban Tourism’ (Novy
2018). This term has been used by several authors (e.g. Frisch et al. 2019) to represent
instances where tourists seek more authentic and distinctive experiences by travelling
beyond designated tourist bubbles (Judd 1999). By visiting peripheral neighbourhoods,
visitors can experience everyday urban life and engage with local citizens, providing the
uniqueness that is often missing from tourist-oriented zones. But encouraging Olympictourists to engage with areas outside tourist bubbles was an ambitious aim given Rio’s reputation for organized crime and violence (Cade, Everett, and Duignan 2019). There are multiple Rios, and it is dangerous to summarize the complexity of such a complex city, but Rio is
associated with social inequality and inner-city conﬂict. It is a polarized city, where decadent
lifestyles coexist with destitution (Gaﬀney 2015), a so-called splintering urbanism (Graham
and Marvin 2002) where tourist-zones and local-neighbourhoods are juxtaposed and
clearly separated. This a challenging context in which to promote New Urban Tourism.
It is the responsibility of host-city oﬃcials to encourage visitation beyond honeypot
sites of oﬃcial, Olympic-consumption, particularly those responsible for tourism planning,
management and development (Knott, Fyall, and Jones 2016). Yet, organizers often fail to
deploy tactics that seek to: (i) deepen cultural and tourist engagement with host environments, (ii) lengthen stays, (iii) retain consumption locally (Mhanna, Blake, and Jones 2017).
It is assumed that beneﬁts associated with Olympic-visitors simply trickle down to local
urban communities, which is often not accurate (Duignan, Pappalepore, and Everett
2019). Organizers often fail to encourage local connectivity and Olympic-tourist consumption is often directed toward global-corporate spaces as opposed to local areas (McGillivray and Frew 2015). With this in mind, Chalip (2004) stresses the importance of connecting
visitors and event-related spending with local areas to secure positive economic beneﬁts
for the host-community. In this study we aim to uncover the factors that inﬂuenced the
behaviour of Rio’s Olympic-tourists, particularly those that aﬀected their propensity to
explore beyond oﬃcial Olympic-venues and designated urban zones.
The research is guided by the following research questions:
(1) What impact does Games planning have on tourists’ exploration of, and engagement
with, Olympic-cities?
(2) Which factors facilitate and/or prevent deeper cultural engagement?
(3) To what extent did tourists go ‘oﬀ the beaten track’ to explore and engage across the
city of Rio during the 2016 Olympic Games?
Questions are addressed by drawing on qualitative data obtained by interviewing 35
tourists during the Rio Games. Our empirical analysis is preceded by a review of literature
structured around three interrelated topics. First, the requirements and the implications of
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creating temporary zones dedicated to housing Olympic-sports, culture, and commercial
activity. Second, the multiple factors that determine sport tourist and event tourist behaviours as the basis to understand likely Olympic-tourist behaviours, particularly during live
staging periods. Finally, we examine the potential for deeper cultural connectivity
between visitors and the host-city by introducing and examining the notion of the
‘tourist-bubble’ and the rise of New Urban Tourism.

Literature review
Forming Olympic bubbles
A growing body of research has revealed and detailed the extent to which staging megaevents involves the sequestration, territorialisation and commodiﬁcation of physical
spaces. Host cities conceptualize existing urban areas as blank canvases that need to
be cleaned ready for a quick, easy overlay of new territory. Examples of spaces aﬀected
include roads, streets, parks, and transportation networks across the host-city. These
are used to house oﬃcial sporting, cultural and commercial activity within Games’
venues, Live Sites and Fan Parks (what we will now collectively refer to as ‘Host Event
Zones’ (HEZs)). Even when free access is provided to these zones, entry and behaviour
is strictly controlled, and public spaces are temporarily transformed into private ones.
Oﬃcial sites, particularly Live Sites, are designed in a way to contain tourists through
sponsor activation, food and drink oﬀers, cultural performances and exhibitions. Typically,
tourists who wish to immerse themselves in Olympic-activity inhabit these types of
spaces, reducing the propensity to engage with other parts of the city.
HEZs protect the safety of visitors but also the investments of corporate sponsors. Here,
security imperatives are intertwined with commercial objectives as various initiatives
justiﬁed for security reasons also act as ways to maximize commercial returns (Osborn
and Smith 2015). Examples include ticketing policies, restrictions on what can be taken
into venues and measures to prevent ambush marketing (James and Osborn 2016).
New legal exceptions and regulatory systems are introduced aﬀecting how tourists
behave (e.g. McGillivray, Duignan, and Mielke 2019). Indeed, local-products tend not to
feature inside ticketed areas which are dominated by goods provided by oﬃcial sponsors,
suppliers, and supporters. HEZs play host to global producers who seek to ‘activate’
brands through experiential marketing experiences (McGillivray and Frew 2015). These
are complemented by direct-trading opportunities as oﬃcial suppliers pick oﬀ a reliable,
steady stream of event visitors (Giulianotti et al. 2015). Host-businesses are also precluded
from leveraging Olympic symbols and logos to promote themselves to tourists. Those
responsible for organising and securing such spaces apply oﬀ-the-shelf organisational
practices demanded by the Host City Contract (HCC) and related legislation usually
inscribed into national-law (James and Osborn 2016). As Pavoni (2011, 204) suggests,
this creates a securitized and branded zone of controlled festivity; ‘an Event in which
no events i.e. unpredictable occurrences must occur.’
Whilst the unique qualities of a city are often used as selling point to win event bids or
in media communications, arrangements made to stage these events tend to privilege
globalized processes and producers, creating generic ‘brandscapes’ (Osborn and Smith
2016). The physical design of exclusive enclaves, strategic deployment of hard
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Olympic-branding (e.g. enlarged Olympic rings providing ‘selﬁe’ hotspots) and the choreographed circulation of Olympic-tourists, direct tourists’ gaze toward oﬃcial sites of consumption and away from local, host-communities (McGillivray, Duignan, and Mielke
2019). Physical installations like barriers, marshals and signage are installed across the
host-city to cajole tourists into certain areas – reducing propensity for local engagement
(e.g. Giulianotti et al. 2015).
As Klauser (2012, 1040) notes, ‘sport mega-events powerfully exemplify the splintering
of the contemporary urban environment into a wide range of tightly controlled enclaves’.
This is reinforced by Pavoni’s (2013) account of Fan Walks, Fan Miles and Fan Parks associated with the FIFA World Cup, which together ‘constitute a disembodied and fortiﬁed
network of channelling urban ﬂows’ (2011, 203). As a result, Olympic-tourists are typically
disciplined to move in particular ways across host-environments (Kirby, Duignan, and
McGillivray 2018). This is compounded by a crowd mentality as people tend to follow
the ﬂows of pedestrians between transport networks and stadia (e.g. Mhanna, Blake,
and Jones 2017).
Some tourist attractions, used as venues, are partially or fully closed down during live
staging periods. This reduces the likelihood Olympic-tourists will dwell within a hostenvironment whilst simultaneously reducing the chance regular non-Olympic-tourists
will visit local areas too (Duignan and Pappalepore, 2019). Changes made to transport
arrangements also play an important role. Pappalepore and Duignan (2016) note that
during the London 2012 Olympic Games, stations and entry points serving some urban
communities were temporarily closed, restricting access to areas adjacent to the
Olympic-Park and HEZs. Local businesses hoping to proﬁt were excluded as a result.
Revanchist measures are deployed to render non-Olympic-urban zones invisible, particularly less desirable neighbourhoods deemed unworthy of the tourist gaze. As Foley, McGillivray, and McPherson (2011) suggest, mega-events tend to exacerbate spatial
segregation: ‘instead of opening up the city and its civic spaces to a wider section of
the population’, these events ‘colonise, mark space and deﬁne who belongs and who
does not’ (2011, 23). The designation and control of mega-event territory determines
what spectators do and where they go, but also aﬀects the freedoms of the wider citizenry. Even when more peripheral districts host mega-event venues, these areas tend
to be sanitized and gentriﬁed before events are staged, thus preventing engagement
with local neighbourhoods. Paton, Mooney, and McKee (2012) account of Glasgow’s Commonwealth Games suggests the overriding rationale was to normalize the city’s East End,
by transforming it into a space of consumption, rather than allowing visitors to experience
a working class district.

Factors inﬂuencing Olympic tourist engagement with host environments
Travel-related decision making involves numerous factors that inﬂuence and determine
individual and collective action, either when planning to visit or when physically exploring
a destination (Weed and Bull 2009). This section illustrates some of the factors that
inﬂuence the behaviour of Olympic-tourists, their engagement with the host-city, and
their propensity to explore beyond HEZs.
Weed (2008, 22) notes that Olympic-tourism is ‘behaviour motivated or generated by
Olympic-related activities’ yet usually includes some form of non-sport-related tourism
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generated before, during, and after the Olympics (Kim and Chalip 2004). Rio, like other
host-cities sought to intertwine sporting and non-sporting cultural components to
provide a unique experience across the city – a so-called ‘extension’ beyond oﬃcial
venues. Here, host-cities wish to mobilize what Weed and Bull (2009) refer to as ‘active
event sport tourists’.
Understanding the reasons Olympic-tourists decide to travel is particularly important
in the era of digital communication when individuals can consume oﬃcial sporting
events without physically travelling. We note how event organizers should ask two pertinent questions: (1) ‘what’ exactly drives Olympic-tourists to travel from all corners of the
world to a host-city, and (2) ‘how’ and ‘why’ do they explore and engage with the city (or
not) when they arrive. Additionally, Weed and Bull (2009) ask: (i) what aspects of ‘activity’,
‘people’ and ‘place’ attract visitors to the event, and (ii) what is the relationship between
the sporting event(s) itself and other aspects of the trip. Several studies have tried to
address these questions (e.g. Duignan and Pappalepore 2021; Kaplanidou 2009), but
more research is needed on the relationship between Olympic-tourism and hostdestinations.
One underexplored area of research we highlight in this paper is how security arrangements are perceived by the visitors they are meant to reassure. In Rio, the security plans
associated with the successful Olympic bid were touted as a major success, including the
military occupation of favelas and other deprived neighbourhoods, and the use of a centralized, high-tech system of security devices to police public spaces (Rodrigues, Brancoli,
and Kalil 2018). Everyone appraizes and perceives risk diﬀerently: some people are
attracted to risky situations that others would be repelled by as tourists appraize the
severity and likelihood of being exposed to risk and evaluate their individual ability to
cope with it (Qi, Gibson, and Zhang 2009).
Since the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, especially post-9/11, there is a basic assumption that tourists are more motivated to travel to destinations deemed safe and secure
(Kozak, Crotts, and Law 2007). Qi, Gibson, and Zhang (2009) research suggests that violence risk and socio-psychological risk are key factors inﬂuencing intentions to visit
mega-event cities. Chalip (2004) and Neirotti and Hilliard (2006) both note how threats
to health and safety are a central concern of visitors intending to visit destinations,
places and particular attractions. Kim and Chalip (2004) note these factors were the
primary concern of visitors intending to visit Korea during the 2002 Football World
Cup. Neirotti and Hilliard (2006) reaﬃrmed these ﬁndings by studying attendees at the
2004 Olympic Games, noting that two-thirds of tourists interviewed reported safety
and security considerations were fundamental in their decision to attend the Athens
Games. Interestingly, Schroeder et al. (2013) observe that, during London 2012,
U. S. tourists with previous experience of attending mega-events had higher, rather
than lower, destination risk perceptions than those with no previous mega-event experience. This ﬁnding suggests that witnessing heavy security measures during mega-events
contributes to higher risk perceptions rather than reassuring participants. Threats posed
by global terrorism are compounded by internal host-city risks like threats of urban protests, crime and violence (Giulianotti and Klauser 2010). As Pavoni (2011) suggests,
staging mega-events in the Global South, often means dealing with everyday security
problems in ‘an extraordinary spatio-temporal context’, rather than prioritising ‘spectacular anti-terrorism measures’ (2011, 201).
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Evidence suggests that Olympic-tourists typically travel to engage in collective socialsports spaces, activities and networks. They are often focused on the Games and tend not
to prioritize cultural exploration, engagement and consumption (e.g. Mhanna, Blake, and
Jones 2017). As globalisation intensiﬁes, sport events play a central role in re-aﬃrming
(lost and/or diminishing) national identity (Marivoet 2006). A ‘sports’ identity – and assuming the identity of a ‘fan’ – thus appears to serve as a primary motivation to travel for
Olympic-tourists. As a result, spaces outside these immediate fan networks may be less
valued (Duignan, Down, and O’Brien 2020).
While research suggests that the movements of Olympic-visitors are often limited to
familiar tourist-oriented zones and that they tend to connect with likeminded individuals,
this behaviour is by no means unique to Olympic-tourists. Over half a century ago, Knebel
(1960) introduced the concept of touristische Eigenwelt, touristic own or inner world, to
describe this phenomenon. Cohen (1972), drawing on Knebel (1960), famously described
the tension between cultural curiosity and need for safety experienced by international
tourists:
“though novelty and strangeness are essential elements in the tourist experience, not even
modern man is completely ready to immerse himself wholly in an alien environment. (…)
Most tourists seem to need something familiar around them, something to remind them
of home (…). They would like to experience the novelty of the microenvironment of a
strange place from the security of a familiar microenvironment”. (Cohen 1972, 166)

Cohen uses the term ‘environmental bubble’ to identify the microenvironments where,
in the host-destination, tourists can experience a diluted (often staged) version of the local
culture while being surrounded by safe and culturally familiar reminders of home. Since
Cohen’s seminal paper, environmental bubbles – now more commonly referred to as
tourist bubbles (Judd 1999; Jacobsen 2003), enclavic tourist spaces, or tourist enclaves
(Freitag 1994; Ek and Tesfahuney 2019) – have been widely researched. These are conceptualized as either behavioural-psychological patterns and perceptions or, more often, as
physical spaces constructed by tourism planning and/or the tourism industry (Jacobsen
2003). Boundary cues, such as the presence of fewer other tourists, signs in the local
language or shops catering for local people, signal to tourists that they are approaching
the extremities of the bubble, thus communicating territorial safety (Jacobsen 2003).
Examples of constructed tourist bubbles include tourist resorts in the Global South
(Klein 2007), cruise ships (Jacobsen 2003), and urban tourist precincts (Judd 1999). Building
on Judd’s work, Silk and Andrews (2011) discuss the ways Baltimore’s tourist bubble was
reinforced through sports initiatives: Anchored by two stadiums and promoted through
the Volvo Round the World Yacht Race. Sport and entertainment were also key to the
development of Memphis’s tourist bubble, to which people were invited to ‘come downtown and play’ (Silk and Amis 2005). We argue in this paper that the geographic conﬁgurations constructed in the context of mega-events are a type of tourist-bubble with unique
qualities warranting further investigation.

New urban tourism and oﬀ-the-beaten track experiences of the Olympic city
According to Ashworth and Page (2011), tourists tend to consume cities selectively (i.e.
they only experience a small proportion of the place they are visiting) – and – rapidly
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(i.e. most city visits consist of relatively short stays). This closely aligns with behaviours
associated with Olympic-tourists as both traits discourage wider engagement with
more peripheral parts of a host-city. These characteristics have implications for wider
tourism planning, and further explain the development of tourist bubbles in contemporary Western cities. Cities have been pressured into building spectacular (touristic) spaces
that will attract the attention of external audiences whilst providing a convenient and safe
experience for visitors (Fainstein and Gladstone 1999). Typically, these spaces tend to be
located in city centres, or in adjacent post-industrial sites that have been repurposed as
leisure, culture and entertainment districts. Pavoni’s (2011) observation of ‘bubble to
bubble’ visitor movements in Johannesburg during the 2010 FIFA World Cup highlights
that there are parallels between tourism zones and temporary HEZs – links that we
explore in this paper.
In cities deemed to be unsafe, urban planners have sought to construct ‘defensible
spaces’, compounds where policing, surveillance and architectural design work to keep
undesirable citizens, visitors and untoward activity out (Fainstein and Gladstone 1999,
26). As Judd (1999, 37) notes, ‘where urban decay or social problems cause tourists to
regard a city as dangerous or inhospitable, city government in partnership with entrepreneurs constructs places where visitors can ﬁnd suitable facilities and amenities in a safe
and convenient environment’. Judd famously used the term ‘tourist bubble’ to describe
this assemblage – a set of tactical and strategic ways touristic spaces are designed to
protect tourists from the city and citizens they are visiting. Inevitably, this spatial arrangement only serves to exacerbate urban polarisation between host-populations and visitors.
As Judd (1999, 53) suggests, class and racial divisions can be exacerbated ‘if tourist reservations are constructed as artiﬁcial, segregated environments devoted to consumption
and play while substantial areas of the city outside the tourist-bubble fester with physical
decay, crime and poverty’.
Although sometimes derided as tourism compounds, tourists are not the only users of
these spaces. ‘Open’ tourist bubbles are those with ‘porous’ borders allowing mobility and
interaction between hosts and guests. Generally, the lack of porous borders in a touristbubble is a result of the level of inequality and uneven power relations between tourists
and the host-community (Saarinen and Wall-Reinius 2019). For example, enclavic resorts
in developing regions have tight, highly controlled borders and the movements of local
people in and out of the bubble are limited or even prevented (Jacobsen 2003). In contrast, urban tourist bubbles in the Global North have porous borders and often serve –
and are usually frequented by – privileged residents and oﬃce workers. They are exclusive
sites of consumption where a visiting middle class mingles with a local-middle class (Lim
and Bouchon 2017).
Clustering facilities not only provides added convenience for tourists, it also enables
these spaces to be marketed, contained and secured (McGillivray, Duignan, and Mielke
2019). They are often designed by global architects, feature global brands, and epitomize
a new breed of global, homogenous space that makes tourists feel more comfortable
away from home (Gospodini 2004). Spatial, geographical, architectural and all-around cultural departure from the rest of the city means that even when local residents use these
‘alien’ spaces ‘they become, in eﬀect, tourists’ (Fainstein and Gladstone 1999).
In recent years, driven by increased mobility and the collapse of modern distinctions
(home/away; holiday/everyday; work/leisure), we have witnessed increasing interest in
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visiting peripheral parts of cities outside of tourist bubbles. This is a direct consequence of
tourists seeking more distinctive and authentic experiences. Tourists are increasingly
going ‘oﬀ-the-beaten-track’ by visiting neighbourhoods typically not part of tourist
routes prescribed by oﬃcial itineraries. Ironically, ‘elements of the urban experience previously deemed to be liabilities by politicians/developers’ can be recast as attractive qualities, fuelled by a ‘notion of diversity that often fetishises the gritty and the illicit as
authentic’ (Lloyd 2002, 518). As a result, ‘former no-go areas have been turned into desirable destinations’ (Huning and Novy 2006, 7). Whilst this trend is particularly apparent in
global cities like New York, Berlin and London, the popularity of slum and favela tours
shows it is also relevant to mega-cities in the Global South. In Rio, this trend has famously
led to the rebranding of some favelas (such as Babilônia and Vidigal) as fashionable quarters, and the subsequent development of hospitality businesses such as night-clubs, cafes
and accommodation, often facilitated by microbusiness training and (public and private)
funding programs (Ribeiro and Santos Junior 2017).
Tourists now want to experience a city ‘like a local’: an antidote to purpose-built urban
blandscapes. Inspired by the work of Maitland and Newman (2014), scholars such as Dirksmeier and Helbrecht (2015) and Novy (2018) have dubbed this New Urban Tourism. This
movement encourages tourist exploration, engagement and consumption beyond tourist
bubbles into the heart of less visible spaces, places and attractions, a continued trend
found in recent Olympic cities including Tokyo (Duignan 2021). In light of New Urban
Tourism and to address the lack of research on Olympic-tourists’ engagement with
host-destinations, we explore to what extent tourists in Rio went ‘oﬀ the beaten track’
during the Olympic Games, and the role of Olympic-spatial planning in facilitating or hindering forms of New Urban Tourism.

Methodology
To answer our three research questions, we drew on qualitative data obtained through indepth qualitative interviews with tourists during the Rio 2016 Olympics (Table 1). In total,
35 face to face interviews were conducted in the Copacabana HEZ – a sample featuring a
range of diﬀerent nationalities, ages, motivations for travel to Rio and intentions to travel
inside and outside HEZs. We chose Copacabana as it represents one of Rio’s most popular
tourist bubbles whilst being temporarily overlaid with signiﬁcant Olympic regulations – a
characterisation central to our ‘double bubble’ argument, as we empirically illustrate and
justify later. Our questions addressed the following themes: experiences of the city, places
visited, engagement with the local-population, and risk perceptions. Data generated were
synthesized to form a ‘Thematic Network Analysis’ (Attride-Stirling 2001) which produced
the primary and secondary empirical themes presented in the ﬁndings and discussions.
As identiﬁed earlier, there is a dearth of in-depth, qualitative research looking into
tourist motivations and behaviours, especially in the context of mega-events. We
adopted a social constructivist position using a qualitative and inductive approach
within a single event case study (Yin 2013). This corresponds to Qi, Gibson, and Zhang
(2009) call for a deeper excavation of tourist motivation and behaviour in the context
of mega-events, focusing on ‘how’ and ‘why’ Olympic-tourists engage with the city
when they arrive. By generating in-depth – qualitative data we sought to generate this
deeper understanding.
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Table 1. List of Phase 1 interviewees.
Tourists (T)
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18
T19
T20
T21
T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32
T33
T34
T35

Nationality

Age

Gender

Canada
Ireland
USA
Ireland
Canada
Israel
Australia
USA
USA
USA
USA
UK
UK
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
USA
Israel
Israel
New Zealand
Brazil
UK
UK
Argentina
UK
Ecuador
Poland
Australia
Germany
Brazil
UK
USA
USA

No answer
27
No answer
No answer
No answer
31
57
28
27
27
43
No answer
No answer
No answer
25
25
25
25
No answer
38
33
27
No answer
33
36
33
19
27
31
No answer
No answer
32
36
33
32

M
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F

Length of stay in Rio
No answer
1 week so far
6 days
1 week
1 month
3 weeks
1 month
6 months
3 months
Few days
No answer
1 month
7 months
4 weeks
1 week
1 week
1 week
1 week
6 days
3 weeks
2 weeks
Few weeks
3 days
Few days
Few days
1 week
5 weeks
No answer
No answer
6 weeks
1 week
9 days
6 months
Few days
2.5 weeks

Secondary data included an analysis of strategic, policy documentation and archival
analysis (e.g. candidature, oﬃcial bid, and policy documentation). Integrating these secondary sources helped us to understand Rio’s tourism strategy and policy which we
related to how tourists experienced, explored and engaged oﬀ the beaten track during
the event. Local sources also helped us to become familiar with the geographical
context and event topologies under investigation and served, where possible, to bolster
and triangulate our evidence base derived from primary data analysis. To strengthen
our analysis, we adopted both ‘investigator triangulation’ (i.e. all four authors independently analysed primary data sets) and ‘methodological triangulation’ (i.e. our primary
and secondary data sets were fused together to strengthen the evidence base).

Findings and discussion
Deﬁning and protecting interests in the bubble
An imperative for the organizers of any Olympic Games is to provide safe spaces for a
range of Olympic-related activities, including sport, commercial and media activities
(Graham 2012). Within these temporary spaces, various (at times conﬂicting) interests
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need to be protected, including those of the IOC, aﬃliated sponsors, suppliers, media,
governments, athletes, supporters, tourists and locals. As a result, the construction of
sporting and commercial spaces to stage the 2016 Olympic Games imposed a series of
physical and regulatory changes on Rio – redeﬁning parts of the city as Olympic-zones
and replacing existing socio-economic activity with a new project orientated territory
(see Ribeiro and Santos Junior 2017). We refer to these highly circumscribed (new)
event zones as ‘Olympic bubbles’ due to their deliberate separation from the rest of
the city. Contingent on the geography and topographies of the host-city, Olympic
bubbles can manifest in numerous ways. In Beijing (host of the 2008 Olympic Games),
bubbles were isolated in one central zone. However, in most Olympic-cities they sprawl
across the city, often out into the periphery beyond central tourist attractions. Rio followed this trend by developing four core Olympic-zones: Maracanã and Copacabana in
central locations, and Deodoro and Barra in more peripheral districts.
Each bubble diﬀered in size, type of activity, with contextual and existing socio-economic activity. Barra, a previously undeveloped beachside area situated to the south west
was developed to house the Olympic-village and the main Olympic-Park. Deodoro, a parturban part-rural area situated in the far north west of the city was created to stage some of
the less prominent events of the 2016 Games (hockey, fencing, canoeing, shooting,
equestrian). Maracanã, situated within the heart of the city, integrated residential districts
and inner-city sports venues. On the other hand, Copacabana – an existing ‘tourist bubble’
– represented an opportunity to capitalize on its international reputation too. Copacabana hosted the majority of the commercial facilities that are now an intrinsic part of
the Olympic Games (i.e. main superstore, PyeongChang exhibition, global media suites,
newly regenerated Live Site et cetera). Here, the installation of a (temporary) Olympicbubble in an existing (more permanent) tourist bubble created what we refer to as a
‘double bubble’. This original conceptualisation recognizes the fact that temporary
mega-event zones are layered on top of a pre-existing urban context: as Pavoni (2011,
204) suggests, they are assemblages that emerge ‘out of an urban space which is not
blank but already traversed and shaped’ (2011, 204). Copacabana was already a
tourism bubble before it became an Olympic HEZ, and this was one of the main
reasons we selected this site as the focus for our research.
Secondary evidence and interviews with tourists suggest Rio’s Olympic-bubble(s) were
constructed in several ways. At the most obvious level, these bubbles had ‘hard’ physical
dimensions: fences and barriers which protected those within and excluded those unable
to access outside. Hard perimeters – which extended beyond venues into urban areas –
were less visible and more loosely secured in Rio compared to previous editions of the
Games, but tourists still noted the ways that whole parts of the city were ‘cordoned oﬀ’
(T5). Tourists often mentioned the visible ‘fences’ and ‘perimeters’ that deﬁned
Olympic-zones with one using the more politically loaded term ‘barricades’ (T17). One
tourist felt they couldn’t explore areas outside the Olympic-bubble because ‘the streets
are locked oﬀ and dead so it’s pretty hard to have that connection with local communities’
(T18). The systems used to transport people around were also designed in a way that
restricted tourist engagement with local areas. For example, one noted the way she
was ‘plonked where the stadiums were and then you just got out.’ (T17). Tourists also
referenced the ways they were herded around, which limited incidental engagement
with areas outside the perimeter of Olympic-zones.
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The hard construction of Olympic-bubbles – or even double bubbles in the case of
Copacabana – was supported by regulations that restricted access to, and behaviour in,
Olympic-areas (Rodrigues, Brancoli, and Kalil 2018). Previous events in Rio (2007 Pan
American Games; 2014 FIFA World Cup) left a legal legacy, and these existing arrangements (i.e. Pele’s Law, 1999) – alongside new laws required as part of signing the Host
City Contract (HCC) – enabled an eﬃcient mobilisation of legal and regulatory exceptions,
or ‘law exclusion zones’ (Corrarino 2014). This also includes the ‘Lei Geral da Copa’ – a legal
exception that interfered with all ﬁelds of legislation, including urban planning, policing,
rights to the city, and social protection (e.g. Sánchez and Broudehoux 2013). Such
measures, in the name of safety, civic pride and national image (Corrarino 2014),
(legally) legitimize the swift and eﬀective installation of security conditions to control
movement and activity (i.e. to prevent non-oﬃcial forms of ambush marketing and
event exploitation). For example, Rio’s Candidature Bid (2009) outlined Article 124 and
Article 195 that either ‘prohibits companies that are not oﬃcial sponsors, providers or supporters of the Olympic Games from registering any item, brand or symbol which could
easily be confused with oﬃcial partners and symbols [124]’ – or – ‘makes it illegal to
divert clients from another entity in a fraudulent manner, for example through an association, such as with the Olympic Games, without oﬃcial authorization [195]’. And if any
other forms of regulation are required to protect certain interests, the bid stated that
‘all levels of Government have committed to enact additional legislative protection as
required’ (2009). Ultimately, this means that local aspects of cultural production including
food, drink, culture and heritage is rendered invisible, inaccessible, or removed from
Olympic-bubbles, privileging more spectacular global cultural producers.
Constructing and protecting spaces to maximize touristic beneﬁts was a dominant
theme across our tourist interviews. Even though areas surrounding venues appeared
less heavily controlled than in previous host-cities (e.g. London 2012), access to these
zones was still restricted. For example, one tourist noted: ‘you couldn’t get into the
[venue] zone if you didn’t have a ticket’ (T17). Regulations were enforced by the visible
presence of security personnel and associated technologies. In an era when people
have become very used to heavy security, many saw these as ‘standard procedures’ but
there were extra layers of securitisation that went beyond what people would normally
expect, even in a city with a reputation for gang and gun violence. During Rio 2016 the
presence of military police, the constant whirring of police helicopters and sirens, the
installation of police turrets and the prevalence of military hardware (including tanks
and gunships anchored oﬀ Copacabana beach) created a ‘spectacle of security’ (Boyle
and Haggerty 2009), which served to legitimize the rise of ‘military capitalism’ (Amar 2018).
Zones were demarcated giving formal deﬁnition to the perimeters of Olympic-bubbles
and to mark where Olympic-advertising, trade, venue regulatory eﬀects were meant to be
enforced. This zoning determined what activities could exist and co-exist and whose interests were prioritized. Aligned with other studies, like Pappalepore and Duignan (2016)
and Giulianotti et al. (2015), we identify that such environments restricted physical
tourist access to local communities, including local (cultural) producers within these communities, whilst simultaneously oﬀering existing local cultural producers’ minimal access
to Olympic-zones. There seemed to be a number of reasons why tourists were denied
access to a more local cultural oﬀer: fear and risk perception; the role of security and physical barriers; and time-budgets.
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Factors aﬀecting tourist exploration and engagement in Rio
Stimulating, maintaining, and maximising tourism outcomes is central to the rationale for
hosting the Olympics. Yet, the perceived threat to visitor safety in Rio dominated nonsporting media and headlines ahead of the 2016 Games. Our interviews with tourists corroborated this view, with media, from traditional-broadcast to YouTube videos emphasising ‘negative narratives [that] scared a lot of people away’ (T1). Numerous tourists simply
illustrated that Rio was a risky place to visit, especially outside the secured areas: ‘Well I
guess I was scared, yeah I was scared before coming to Rio because of all the thing
about ohh you can get mugged’ (T3). Others reported wider fears amongst their fellow
tourists: ‘people come in with a lot of fear’ (T6). The construction of highly controlled,
safe spaces was therefore seen as vital. Yet, beyond these securitized Olympic-bubbles
security eﬀorts to make tourists feel safe were limited – potentially stunting their interest
in exploring oﬀ the beaten track outside of Olympic-bubbles.
“Security was perfect for visitors in general, but only around the Olympic-areas. Throughout
the rest of the city safety conditions remained at the known level [high public risk outside of
HEZs]”. (T1)

In the academic literature the strict security arrangements associated with megaevents tend to be represented negatively (e.g. Graham 2012), but there are accounts
such as Pavoni’s (2011) which resist the urge to repeat the ‘taken for granted’ narrative
of mega-event over-securitisation. Several tourists interviewed in this study regarded
Rio’s approach positively: ‘there was a lot of security, they were really strict about
bottled water and taking the caps oﬀ and things like that, they went through your handbags. There is always a little bit of fear. Overall, I say it was good’ (T9). These positive
appraisals included people who were clearly nervous, and who appreciated the extralayers of security introduced during the Games. Comments included references to physical installations, ‘I personally felt a lot safer because there was a huge barricade, and you
couldn’t get into the zone if you didn’t have a ticket so if someone wanted to do something then it would probably be diﬃcult for them to get close’ (T17) and the presence of
security staﬀ: ‘seeing the military police everywhere gave me more of a feeling of safety’
(T3). These ﬁndings replicate visitors’ praise for over-policing recorded by Pavoni (2011) in
Johannesburg during the 2010 World Cup, and corroborate Bauman’s (2003) argument
that the fear of ‘invisible or almost unpredictable enemies’ (cited in Rodrigues, Brancoli,
and Kalil 2018, 98) drives public demand for securitisation and surveillance. However,
other tourists we interviewed were dismissive of visitors who appreciated the presence
of barriers: ‘They feel like they are going to get mugged if they go beyond the fence’
(T1). Indeed, there were tourists who felt less safe because of the spectacle of security
implemented for the Games. ‘The security in Rio is really visual. You see a lot of army
people with guns. (…) I probably would feel safer not seeing people walking around
with guns. I don’t know if some of these young kids with the armour actually know
how to use those guns. So, it would actually make me feel safer if I didn’t see them’ (T7).
The varied perspectives noted above highlights the diverse range of Olympic-tourists
present in Rio during the Games. Some seemed nervous of being in this host-city and
these people appreciated the heightened security arrangements associated with
staging the Olympic Games and regarded the creation of an Olympic-bubble as
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something that made them feel safer. This reﬂects Pavoni’s (2011) observation that in
cities deemed to be dangerous, securitized mega-event zones function as ‘safe spaces’,
providing relief from the ‘everyday anxiety’ in host cities that prevents tourists from relaxing (2011, 204). However, several expressed the view that security arrangements – particularly the visible presence of armed personnel – made them feel less safe-and-exacerbated
the perceived threat of low public safety. The diverse range of attitudes highlights the
dilemmas faced by host-cities tasked with staging the Games.
There are interesting contrasts between Rio 2016 and the previous edition of the
summer Olympic Games held in 2012. In London, fear appeals and the power of persuasion were used to encourage local people to avoid the city’s public transport system and
stay away from the city centre (e.g. Pappalepore and Duignan 2016). Posters, adverts and
announcements on bus services were deployed to deter unnecessary journeys. The aim
was to avoid congestion – helping the logistical challenge of staging the Games. In Rio,
the intention seemed to be more aligned to security objectives. Preventing large
numbers of local people accessing Olympic-bubbles reduced the threat of protests and
crime but it restricted the capacity of Olympic-tourists to interact with local people and
local culture too.
The Olympic-bubble oﬀered convenience and comfort, as well as safety and security.
Often, urban tourism experiences are characterized by stringent time-budgets (Pearce
1988) and Olympic-visitors often only visit the host city for a short period. For example,
one commented: ‘I tend to think that if you want to get to know a city you are better
oﬀ not going during the Olympics (…) a lot of time dedicated traveling to an event and
then a lot of time traveling back to home. It takes a big chunk out of your time’ (T7). Or:
“Your focus is on the games and the events if you are a sports fan. A lot of people went home
right after the Olympics (…) since I was only there for a week, it was rushed (…) People who
come just for the games, I don’t think they get a real feel for the city. They are not in the city,
they are just in the venues”. (T4)

This meant visitors didn’t feel able to explore beyond Olympic-zones; a problem
exacerbated by the amount of time it took to move between diﬀerent venues. Whilst
there is evidence that Olympic-tourists were carefully choreographed and orchestrated
by organizers and city oﬃcials, it is also important to point out that Rio’s bubbles were
not entirely ‘closed’. They had porous borders: locals and tourists alike were, if they
wished, able to leave them and some of our interviewees indeed took the opportunity
to do so. However, many tourists didn’t leave Olympic-spaces because of numerous
factors identiﬁed: safety concerns, the lack of time to do so – or – because they were
more interested in socialising with other Olympic-tourists:
“We were there for 6 or 7 nights, we had tickets for events on Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
which left us sightseeing Tuesday and Wednesday. We were out every night, our focus was
really on the Olympics and then to go out and socialise with diﬀerent tourists during the
night time”. (T2)

There were tourists who had no real wish to move beyond the Olympic-bubbles – not
necessarily because they were scared of what they might encounter but because they had
come to Rio for the Games; and, therefore, were more interested in trying to meet Olympians and spending time with fellow fans, than immersing themselves in Brazilian culture.
The spatial organisation of the Olympic-bubble catered for such needs by providing
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congregation points on the beachside for speciﬁc national groups. As noted by Marivoet
(2006), the meaning and value derived from attending mega sports events is often about
the re-aﬃrmation of national identity and self-belonging more than discovering the host
destination and soaking in the local vibes. Connecting with fellow nationals and supporting one’s national team together within sport venues and fan zones may therefore be
more important than exploring the city. For some of our interviewees attending the Olympics meant feeling part of a cosmopolitan elite experiencing a global village:
“Celebrate nationalism, celebrate globalism. All these things happen. Even in the media
village where I don’t see Rio I am interacting with the Japanese, the Dutch, with the guys
from Turkey and Africa. So there is social mixing that happens” (T1)

The social identity created in this case is one of cosmopolitanism (Hannerz 1990) rather
than a nationally focused one, and experiences are shared with likeminded Olympic-fans.
This ﬁnding supports the notion that Olympic-bubbles – where fans and athletes from
around the globe co-exist side by side – are more valued by Olympic-tourists than ‘authentic’ local-spaces. This theme is explored in more depth in the next section.

A new Olympic tourist?
Kellner (2013) notes that we have seen an ‘entertainmentisation’ of economic, society,
politics, and fundamentals of everyday life – creating a so-called ‘culture of the spectacle’. The Olympics is arguably the most advanced form of global culture, uniting communities, towns, cities, nations and supranational entities together in a single space,
and time. It is therefore important to understand whether, in a project fundamentally
underpinned by the need to promote globalized culture, is there space for more
diverse ambitions, particularly in light of recent theories surrounding the rise of New
Urban Tourism.
Whilst some of the tourists interviewed appeared to match the Olympic-tourist stereotype – only interested in the Olympic-events and unlikely to explore the city beyond the
double bubble – others appreciated the chance to consume Rio at a time (and in spaces)
where they were aﬀorded extra protection. One of the interviewees, for example, singled
the Olympics as a special and unique time to experience local-culture:
“[I enjoyed …] Gastronomy, culture, music, art, people, language (…) Visit favelas, go on
locally-supported tours of communities outside of the tourist trap zones, eat as much
amazing food as possible (…) getting an idea of the style of life led by the daily and
average Brazilian – especially during such a contested time as the Olympics”. (T5)

This ﬁnding reﬂects research conducted in Beijing, which found that during and after
the 2008 Games tourists visited a greater number of attractions (and areas) in comparison with the months leading up to the Games. New attractions included Olympicvenues, but also other less central or newly developed tourist areas which were not
Olympic-sites but were promoted by the government as part of their Olympic-driven
tourism policy (Leung et al. 2012). Many other tourists seemed frustrated that the
Olympic-bubbles provided very unrepresentative experiences of Rio. These visitors
described how normally they would enjoy exploring the city ‘oﬀ-the-beaten track’
and mingling with the locals more, but this was made diﬃcult this time by the very
nature of the Games:
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“ … there was no going oﬀ to ﬁnd indigenous communities or anything like that. (…) we
wanted to taste the local cuisine in every country we go to but in Rio we just didn’t have
the chance to so it was … we were gone early in the morning and out all day so it was
just mostly fast food, something quick just to ﬁll ourselves really” (T2)

Some tourists interviewed, however, pointed to the fact that attending the Games in Rio
gave them a desire to return and explore the city in more depth another time, ‘I feel like I
didn’t get to see the real Rio, I think I have to come back. I think the way that Rio was
during the Games is not how it is usually’ (T22). This (unfulﬁlled) ambition to experience
the ‘real Rio’ shows that even new urban tourists (Dirksmeier and Helbrecht 2015; Novy
2018) struggle to explore the Olympic city beyond the bubbles. New urban tourists
would normally search for opportunities to mingle with locals and experience everyday
places for a chance to live the city ‘as if’ a local and a more authentic experience. The
Olympic bubbles were therefore seen one of several ways limiting access to the ‘real
Rio’ and connectivity with local Cariocas.
Several tourists explicitly linked the idea of ‘bubbles’ to the absence of local and
Olympic-tourist interactions: ‘Going back and forth from these bubbles, you don’t really
meet any locals’ (T12). One tourist extended the bubble metaphor to communicate the
overly protected, cosseted way that Olympic zones operated: ‘This bubble wrapping
also prevents the authentic interactions between people’ (T1). A few interviewees used
new internet and mobile platforms such as Airbnb, Couchsurﬁng and Tinder to escape
these bubbles and connect with local-people:
“I did couchsurﬁng for that exact reason to meet the locals and things like that. And one of
the best things is Tinder. It is actually the best ways to meet locals around a certain area and
they generally come and pick you up and show you around, I’ve done it many times and, in
many countries, and it works”. (T22)

For many people we spoke to, the poor integration between Olympic-zones and the rest
of Rio was regarded as detrimental to the visitor experience: ‘Probably the thing I liked the
least during the Olympics was how parts of the city were designated and cordoned oﬀ to
foreign visitors, especially areas surrounding Olympic-sites and houses’ (T5). This segregation and separation also meant that Olympic-areas were largely devoid of the celebratory atmosphere that organizers had promised when they bid for and planned the 2016
Games. One tourist lamented the lack of culture in the Olympic-zones and said they
‘expected a little more celebration and a little more party’ (T17). Another felt that the
physical isolation of the events from the rest of the city and the restricted access
aﬀorded to local-vendors produced an atmosphere that was sterile and diluted, something which they felt was not in the interests of either the host or the tourists. In a
similar vein, several tourists said they were disappointed by the lack of Brazilian and Cariocan food in the Olympic-zones: ‘the food, is like very stock standard. I mean it would
have been cool to see local-foods’ (T18).
Whilst the conﬁguration of Rio during the 2016 Games encouraged tourists to stay
within Olympic-bubbles, these zones were also designed to keep local-people out; not
merely by limiting access to certain areas to ticket holders but by limiting the capacity
of Cariocas to move between their neighbourhoods and Olympic-zones. These barriers
possibly reﬂect the signiﬁcant social and economic inequalities existing in Rio and, consequently, the uneven power relations between Olympic-tourists and the host-
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community. For example, normal bus services into central areas were suspended for the
duration of the Games. The freedom of Cariocas to travel around their city was aﬀected in
other ways too: for example, tourists noted that ‘on the Line 4 and then the BRT, you have
to show your ticket and a Rio transit card to the event to be able to take the transport’
(T14). This led to the feeling that the Olympics were foisted on the local-population
and they didn’t even get the beneﬁt of being able to access parts of their city – reducing
the propensity of social mixing between tourists and locals. Indeed, the management of
public transport during the 2016 Games exacerbated this separation.
Rio’s Olympic tourists generally acknowledged they were inhabiting a bubble. Whilst
these bubbles restricted access to Cariocas, they were often appreciated by visitors
who liked the interactions between people from diﬀerent parts of the world. As noted
earlier, for these people, the Olympics was a celebration of globalism rather than a Brazilian celebration – contrary to the initial aims of Rio’s Olympic project. The literature on
sport mega-events suggests the desire to belong to and interact with a cosmopolitan
fan community supported by relevant urban platforms, may represent a more attractive
experience for Olympic-tourists than exploring local areas and mingling with local residents. This ‘coming together’ of diﬀerent nationalities is exactly how the IOC wants the
Olympic Games to be regarded. A more critical view is that these are typical of the
spaces for transitional elites that are emerging in various cities in the Global South.
These are not egalitarian spaces but ones where people from certain parts of the world
are more welcome than others. As one tourist told ust: ‘I think that I look American,
and that aﬀords me a privilege’ (T11).
A signiﬁcant proportion of Olympic tourists are indiﬀerent to the types of deeper local
cultural interactions originally promised by Olympic organizers and happy to inhabit segregated spaces that are detached from less privileged areas. Even if some tourists want
deeper experiences of host city cultures, various structural factors constrain these.
Clark, Kearns, and Cleland (2016) argue that the Olympics’ ‘mega’ status automatically
favours elements of host culture that are overtly spectacular and ‘macro’ in nature as
local cultures are overshadowed by the grandiose, all-consuming, and pseudo-religious
nature of mega-events (Chalip 2017). It is important to acknowledge that global culture
is often customized and adapted to its local setting (Robertson 1994), which is
reﬂected in the way each Olympic edition seeks to promote the host nation alongside
the Olympic brand. However, in the context of mega-events, more localized adaptations
are constrained in a number of complex ways, many of which are discussed in this paper.

Conclusions
This paper responds to limited qualitative research looking at Olympic-tourist behaviour
by identifying how and why Olympic-tourists engage with the host-city. We do this by
oﬀering an in-depth, qualitative examination of tourist behaviour through the lens of individual Olympic-tourists. Our analysis also contributes to the conceptualisation of the
‘tourist bubble’ (following Cohen 1972; Judd 1999; and Jacobsen 2003) by examining
Olympic-bubbles as both behavioural and psychological entities, that are constructed
through a combination of regulatory, planning and commercial dynamics. One of the
key questions addressed by the present study is what impacts Olympic Games planning
and management have on tourists’ exploration of, and engagement with, Olympic-cities.
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Games managers, aware of the fears and risks to visitor safety in Olympic-cities, design
safe and secure tourists’ experiences. Perceptions of fear and risk also play a major role
in tourists’ ability and propensity to venture ‘oﬀ the beaten track’, particularly in cities
deemed dangerous like Rio. Experiences are designed to inﬂuence the way tourists
access and interact with the city, herding tourists toward – and containing them within
– Olympic-HEZs. To do this, managers install a variety of mechanisms, creating new-temporary boundary cues signalling to Olympic-tourists they are either within – or at the
extremities of – the bubble.
First, transportations networks are designed in a way to eﬃciently move tourists from
‘safe space’ (e.g. a hotel, shopping centre, tourist bubble) to the next ‘safe space’ (e.g. the
HEZ). In other words, rail and bus routes are temporarily reconﬁgured serving as a protective barrier to ensure safe passage to what are often global, corporate spaces of consumption. We refer to this as a sort-of ‘bubble wrapping’ of tourist experiences that directly, and
intentionally, serves to reduce visitor interaction with ‘unoﬃcial’ city spaces and local-host
cultures.
Second, within the HEZ themselves, a ‘Last Mile’ is erected to corral tourists between
transport drop oﬀ points, past airport style security and into venue zones only to be accessed
by spectators with a ticket. Whilst the degree of corralling varies depending on time and
place, they are designed in a way – similarly to transportation networks – to bubble wrap
the tourist experience. As noted, hyper securitisation, temporary Olympic regulations and
legal exceptions keep the ‘right’ (global) cultures in, and the ‘wrong’ (local) cultures out.
This aﬀects the opportunities Olympic tourists have to fully engage with local cultures. As
Broudehoux and Sánchez (2015) note, Rio’s market-friendly mega-event policies were
‘elitist, segregationist and exclusive’ (2015, 113). Via brand activation, live screening
sports events and oﬃcially sanctioned cultural displays in existing tourist hotspots, HEZs
are highly circumscribed and controlled spaces ‘aimed at capturing the desires unleashed
by the advent of the mega-event’ (Pavoni 2011, 203). In other words, they represent a
total institution – tourists need not venture beyond the boundary. We argue that by overlaying said conditions over existing tourism bubbles leads to the formation of a ‘double
bubble’. These ways of orchestrating HEZs, compounded by demand side factors, lead to
a narrow tourist oﬀer that ignores wider, deeper, multidimensional and plural cultural concepts and local-stakeholders residing in less-visible parts of the city.
The relative riskiness and unattractiveness of ‘unoﬃcial’ host-city neighbourhoods,
when juxtaposed against the double bubble, encourages tourists to stay away – sidelining other sides to Rio and preventing deeper cultural engagement. HEZs typify the
restrictive ways tourists can engage with locals and the wider city – even though they
may be far from home, what they encounter is often familiar and generic. As McGillivray,
Duignan, and Mielke (2019) note, evidence suggests HEZs are also designed to keep local
people out, whether that be through transforming beach-side public space to privatized
ticketed arenas or by suspending bus and train routes to HEZs from some favela neighbourhoods. Compounding other factors, this leads to further segregation between tourists and locals–contravening initial promises in the bid to connect tourists, locals, and
local-communities. Instead, tourist experiences and most HEZs themselves were largely
devoid of a well-planned locally integrated authentic Cariocan oﬀer.
Our work highlights the existence of double bubbles in Olympic host cities where
Olympic compounds are implemented in areas that are often already established
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tourist bubbles, segregated from everyday neighbourhood spaces. If and how Olympictourists engage with host cities beyond these double bubbles is a key issue warranting
further research. The problems noted in this paper could also be addressed by looking
at what happens inside these bubbles. We suggest these spaces could be better
infused with host cultures to co-exist alongside global cultures, acting as a platform for
showcasing regional products, local food and drink, cultural displays including art,
music and theatre generated by a cross-section of the host population. The ‘local infusion’
of these spaces should, ideally, involve the use and management of public areas within
the bubble by local cultural, creative and charitable organisations, alongside global sponsors and cultures. For example, food producers, performing artists and dance schools,
agents which may encourage forms of creative tourism and the experience of existential
authenticity (Ning 1999). Strategically and creatively incorporating local cultures into
the cultural programming of HEZs would represent a progressive step forward in the
inclusivity of the host population. However, careful work at the speciﬁc host-city level
is required to identify who, what and how particular local cultures are deemed a priority
as we recognize the danger that local infusion strategies merely represent tokenistic
involvement. ‘Visitor diﬀusion’, on the other hand, could be encouraged by providing
information about safe oﬀ-the-beaten-track exploration, maps (in paper or digital
form) of cultural attractions and cultural itineraries outside of the tourist bubbles, as
well as the provision of organized tours for less adventurous tourists. In an era of
New Urban Tourism, this has become a central strategy in plans for future editions of
the Olympic Games (McKinsey 2016) and we suggest collaboration between scholars,
policy makers and event managers to consider how those managing large-scale
events can both plan and deliver the integration of host cultures into the Olympictourist experience (Duignan 2021).
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